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Why Benchmark?

Advanced Scheduling

“Our decision to partner
with Benchmark is confirmed
every day. Their scheduling
and billing software was easy
to install and their support
is excellent.”

Fully-integrated with our Practice Management solution, Advanced Scheduling makes it
easy to allocate all of your critical resources to greatly increase the overall productivity
of your practice. Now you can maximize time, resources and efficiency while improving
patient care and satisfaction.

Jennifer Hodges
Bay Internist, Inc.

Regardless of the size of your practice, scheduling is likely one of your biggest frontoffice headaches. Simplify this essential element of everyday office management with
Benchmark Advanced Scheduling.

Gain visibility and control with our intuitive interface, color coding and customized
viewing options. Optimize clinical assets, including physicians, nurses, exams rooms and
equipment with multiple resource scheduling. Ensure insurance eligibility, confirm co-pays
and view accounts receivable balances before patients arrive. Eliminate the complexity of
scheduling for multi-site practices by linking all of your locations, so you can see patient
records, check resource availability and even schedule patients at any site.
Benchmark Advanced Scheduling gives you the tools and technology you need to drive
operational efficiency and revenue growth while providing the highest quality patient care.
You select the views and scheduling options that work best for your practice. You can
extend this flexibility to your patients, giving them the option to book appointments online
and receive automated appointment reminders via phone or email.
Best of all, you can turn to Benchmark Advanced Scheduling without turning your practice
inside out. Our flexible architecture lets you customize this module to suit your practice,
patients and personal management style. Installation and set up are simple, but we’re here
to help should you need assistance. Plus, we offer a variety of support and training options
to ensure that your entire staff has the know-how and confidence to fully utilize Advanced
Scheduling.
Ready to eliminate the scheduling complexities that slow your practice down and stand in
the way of superior patient care? Contact us to get started with Advanced Scheduling today.
Visit Benchmark-Systems.com to learn more about Advanced Scheduling and other
healthcare solutions.

your exclusive single source practice management solution.

800 779 0902 x www.benchmark-systems.com

Rely on Benchmark Advanced
Scheduling
Private practices, medical centers, hospitals
and clinics rely on Benchmark’s Advanced
Scheduling to:
STREAMLINE SCHEDULING

Schedule or find any appointment in
seconds within the 24-hour wraparound
calendar. Copy, paste, drag and drop for
easy scheduling and rebooking. Book
complex recurring visits with ease. Enter
new patients without slowing down to
create account numbers. Block and color
code appointment types for more efficient
scheduling. Easily schedule physicians and
patients across multi-site practices at any
site as if you were there yourself.
OPTIMIZE CRITICAL ASSETS

Advanced Scheduling helps you make
the most of your critical assets. Manage
unlimited schedules and multiple resources
in seconds. Choose from multiple views,
including day, week, month, doctor,
specialty, locations and more. Assign
procedure time lengths. Block or hold times
for exam rooms and clinical assets for any
reason. Also grant permission to double or
even triple-book appointments if necessary.
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IMPROVE PATIENT CARE
& SATISFACTION

Happier patients lead to higher profits.
With Advanced Scheduling, you can give
your patients the option to request their
appointments for exams, visits, treatments
or procedures online. Plus, they’ll receive
automated appointment reminders via
phone or email. Automated wait lists let
you offer patients the next available time
slot and make it easy to convert cancelled
appointments into patient visits. You’ll also
improve patient care by scheduling patients
for recurring appointments and seasonal
programs such as vaccinations.
ENHANCE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENY

With Benchmark Advanced Scheduling, you
can quickly improve operational efficiency.
Modify our comprehensive and scalable
scheduling options to fit your individual
practice dynamics. Cross-schedule
providers and patients across multiple
offices and clinics. Track authorized visits,
cancellations and no-shows. View patient
accounts receivable balances and display
visit co-pays. Automatic electronic
insurance eligibility checking and one-off
checking for walk-ins ensures that you
won’t be stuck with unpaid balances.
Convenient Web-based access lets you
view and modify schedules from anywhere
at any time.

Experience a Legacy of Success
As a CCHIT certified vendor, Benchmark
has the experience and expertise to help
you significantly lower expenses while
improving patient care with our flexible
advanced technology and superior
customer service. Visit benchmarksystems.com to learn more or contact us to
join the thousands of physicians in over 120
specialties who use Benchmark’s integrated
solutions, including Advanced Scheduling,
every day.

Eliminate Scheduling
Headaches:
Advanced Scheduling Lets You:
• Maximize Time and Resources
• Allocate Critical Assets
• Ensure Insurance Eligibility
• Improve Patient Care
• Simplify Everyday Operations
• Much More

